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Change Management Overview: PRO-TECH 8.0 now includes Change Management capabilities. The
purpose of change management is to track changes to a PRO-TECH project via a set of revisions. A
revision is a collection of changes to a project. Tracking is performed for changes to any item that can
affect the pricing and overall cost of a project. There can be multiple revisions to a project. Each is
managed separately. Tools are provided to show the potential affect of a revision to a project. When
desired, a revision can be permanently applied to a project or it can be cancelled.
Revisions are sometime known as Change Orders or Alternates. An Estimate Revision is often something
that an estimator does to change the estimate data after submitting (but before winning) a bid. An
Alternate is a revision to an initial bid to provide an alternate bid (containing different materials and/or
hardware) to provide alternate pricing to the general contractor(s)/architect. A Schedule Revision is
made by the scheduler after having submitted a quote to the general contractor. It contains a schedule
that differs from the original based on the scheduler’s decision to provide additional or different details
and/or pricing. A Change Order is requested by the general contractor/architect to revise the schedule
based on new requirements.
To simplify things, PRO-TECH has two types of revisions that provide change tracking, dependant on the
Workflow Stage:
1. Estimate Revision – Puts the Project under revision for the Estimating workflow stage only.
2. Schedule Revision – Puts the Project under revision for the Scheduling workflow stage only.
Normally a user works on one Workflow Stage at any one time (Estimating or Scheduling). However,
revisions for either Workflow stage can be created at any time. A single user can only edit one revision
at any one time.
PRO-TECH Change Management includes the following new features:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Track Changes to the Original Project via a Revision (Working Project).
Track changes to key items (those that affect costs):
o Cost, Preps, Modifiers, Print Codes, Order Codes
o Track changes in Estimating Detailed Materials
o Track changes in Scheduling Detailed Materials
o Track changes in Estimating Detailed Hardware
o Track changes in Scheduling Detailed Hardware
o Track changes in Edit Project Hardware
Ability to Create, Approve, Cancel, or Delete a Revision to a Project.
Provide Revision History via Highlighted fields and Pop-up Revision Hints.
Visual modifications to the User Interface that indicates when a Project is under revision.
Material Delta Cost Report that shows the changes to Door and Frame costs for the project
based on the Revision.
Hardware Delta Cost Report that shows the changes to Hardware cost for the project based on
the Revision.
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•
•

Revision Report that details all changes (additions, deletions, and changes) to an opening made
under the specified revision.
Approved Revision Summary Report that presents the Delta cost and positive Delta costs of each
approved revision from the original project.

There are four possible Revision States for a PRO-TECH Project:
1. Has never been Under Revision: Behaves like PRO-TECH V7. The project opens normally from
the Open Project screen.
2. Under Revision: Has open revision(s) that are available to be applied to the project. Once under
revision, the project can only be edited using a revision.
3. Revised: One or more revisions have been approved and permanently applied to the Project. A
revision is approved on the Revisions Screen. If there are no open revisions for the project, the
Original Plus-Approved-Revisions Project can now be edited directly (similar to State 1).
4. Revised and Under Revision: A combination of States 2 & 3.
There are three classifications for a PRO-TECH Project:
1. Original Project: A project that has no revisions applied to it. (State 1)
2. Original Plus-Approved-Revisions Project: A project that was (or is) under revision and has had
one or more revisions permanently applied to it. Once a revision is approved, history records for
that revision are maintained for the Revision Hints popup display and the Revision Details screen
that tracks the changes made to a data cell throughout a set of revisions. (State 3)
3. Working Project: When a new Revision is Opened-for-Editing for the first time, PRO-TECH
creates a temporary Working Project from an Original Project. A user can only select one project
revision to edit at one time. All changes made to the Working Project are associated with the
specified revision.
Note: The Working Project is available to edit by all authorized users attached to the database
server and persists in the Prodata.fdb database until the associated revision is either approved
or deleted.
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Revisions Screen:

•

•

The Revision Screen is used to put a project Under Revision.
o Once a revision is created for a project Workflow Stage (Estimating | Scheduling), data
in that workflow stage can only be edited with an open revision attached to the project.
o Once an Original project is put Under Revision, it can no longer be directly editable as an
Original Project.
A Project Revision can be create
created, approved, canceled, or deleted from the Revisions screen.
o The Revisions screen is accessible via the Revisions menu item on the Project menu once
a project is opened
opened.

o

The Revisions screen also is accessible via the Revisions button on the Open Project
Screen’s Revisions pull
pull-down
down panel, but only if there is at least one open revision
associated with the project.
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•

•

•

o A user must have the security permissions to access the Revisions screen.
The Revisions screen is used to create a revision and to enter information about that revision:
o Name (e.g. Rev 1, Rev 2, Alt 3, Alt 4, CO ABC, CO # 727, etc.)
A revision name must be entered that is unique to this project.
o Type (Estimate Revision | Schedule Revision)
o Status (Open | Approved | Cancelled)
When creating a Revision, the default is Open.
o Notes
Optional field for user data
data.
The Revisions screen present
presents the following fields that are maintained by PRO--TECH:
o Date Created
o Date Modified
o Date Approved
Creating a new Revision:
o The PRO-TECH standard mechanism of clicking the ““+” button creates a new revision.
o A Working Project is created at this time. The Working Project is a copy of the Original
Project (including any revisions that are already approved)
approved). The status bar displays the
message “Please Wait, Copying Project”. When the copy is complete, the status bar
message changess to “Original project successfully copied” which remains
remain onscreen for
one second.
o A revision name that is unique to this project must be entered before closing the
Revisions screen.
o One of the two revision types must be specified when creating a new revision in the
Revisions screen: Estimate Revision or Schedule Revision.
o The Revision Type can be swapped between Estimate Revision and Schedule Revision as
long as there are no changes associated with the revision. Once a change is made under
a revision, the type can
cannot be altered.
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•

•

•

•

•

Deleting a Revision:
o The PRO-TECH standard mechanism of clicking the “–” button is used to delete a
Revision only if there is no content to the Revision. Once any changes to a project have
been made under revision, the Revision is not delete-able, only cancellable. However, if
the Revision is first cancelled – which deletes all the content – the revision can be
deleted. This is useful:
 In case a user clicked on the “+” button in error or changes their mind about
creating a Revision.
 In case a user has cancelled a Revision and would like to reuse that Revision
name.
 In case a user does not want to maintain a record of the Revision.
o The only difference between a Deleted Revision and a Canceled Revision is the record of
the Canceled Revision having once existed (shown in the Revisions panel).
Approving an Open Revision:
o A revision is approved by changing the status from Open to Approved.
o All changes made to the Working Project are applied to the Original (plus Approved
Revisions) Project. This change is permanent and cannot be undone.
o The Working Project is deleted.
o History records are maintained to provide Revision Hints.
o The Delta cost and positive Delta cost values for this revision are stored in the database.
o The Date and Time are stored in the Date Approved Field.
Cancelling an Open Revision:
o A revision is canceled by changing the status from Open to Canceled.
o The Working Project and all Revision History records are deleted. This change is
permanent and cannot be undone.
o The Date and Time are stored in the Date Modified Field.
The Revisions screen displays the list of all Revisions that have been created for the Project (i.e.
Open, Approved, and Cancelled Revisions). The revisions are displayed in chronological order
based on Date Created – with the most recently created revision on top. The following
information is displayed for each Revision:
o Name
o Type
o Status
o Notes
o Date Created
o Date Modified
o Date Approved
The Revisions screen provides an online display of all the changes made under each revision, in a
tabularized Log format in the Revision Details window. The contents of this window are similar
to the Revisions Report. To access this window, click the Expand (“+”) button next to the
Revision name.
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•

The following information is displayed for each item changed under this revision:
o Revision Type
o Item Changed (Opening Tag or Hardware Set)
o Date & Time
o Item Detail
o Operation (Update/Insert/Delete)
o Column Name (from the Grid)
o Original Value
o Revised Value
o User Name
o Computer Name

Open Project Screen:

•

•

The Open Project screen now includes a pull-down panel that displays the revisions for a
selected project that is under revision.
o To access the Revisions pull-down panel, first select a project.
o If the project is already under revision, the pull-down panel is displayed.
o If the project is not under revision, click the Revisions panel’s Show/Hide button to
cause the pull-down panel to display.
All Open Revisions are displayed in a selection list on the pull-down panel. The list displays
information similar to the Revisions screen – minus the Approved Date column, and plus a
selection checkbox on the left. The revisions are displayed in chronological order based on Date
Created – with the most recently created revision on top. Only one Revision can be selected to
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•

•
•

•
•

•

•

Open-for-Editing. Once a Revision is opened, all changes made to Estimating or Scheduling
(Hardware and Materials) are tracked in that revision. The project is opened in the Workflow
Stage (i.e. Estimating Detail | Schedule Detail) as specified by the revision type.
Revisions that are already approved are not displayed in this list, since they are automatically
included in the project and there is no option to edit them further. Essentially, approved
revisions are part of the Original (Plus-Approved-Revisions) Project.
Revisions that have been cancelled are not displayed in this list.
Clicking the Open Project button causes the Working Project associated with the specified Openfor-Edit revision to be opened. Any changes made to this project are tracked under the specified
revision.
The Revision’s Date Modified field is set when the associated Working Project is closed.
One can also work with an Original (Plus-Approved-Revisions) Project in read only mode (for
Estimating and Scheduling workflow stages) or read/write mode (for the Project Management
and Processing workflow stages).
o This is required to be able to do things such as Process Hardware or Materials
(Workflow Stage) for a project that is under revision.
o There is a checkbox that specifies this option (“Open Original + Approved”).
Once that checkbox is selected, no open revisions can be selected.
o Clicking the Open Project button causes the Original (Plus-Approved-Revisions) Project
to be opened (in read only mode for Estimating and Scheduling).
A project that is under revision can be copied similarly to any other PRO-TECH project. When a
project under revision is copied, all the revision history data and all associated working projects
are copied as well.
A project that is under revision can be deleted like any other PRO-TECH project (i.e. there are no
special warnings that the project is under revision). When a project under revision is deleted the
Original Project, the Revision History data, and all Working Projects associated with project
revisions are deleted.
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Estimate/Schedule Detail: (Openings: Detailed Material Estimating & Scheduling, aka “the grid”)

•

•

•

•

Highlights any cell that has been changed or added in the currently Open-for-Edit revision.
Default color for the Highlighted cell is green, but can be adjusted via the Grid Color Preference
panel.
Shows pop-up Revision Hints for any cell whenever one holds the mouse/pointer over a revised
cell.
o If the project is Opened-for-Edit, the pop-up hints show changes made in this revision
only. All changes to the cell during this revision are tracked and displayed. Revision
information is displayed in chronological order, with the most recent change at the top.
o If the project is Opened-Read-Only and there is at least one open revision for this
project, the hints show the changes for all Open and Approved revisions. Revision
information is displayed in chronological order, with the most recent change at the top.
However, the changes are grouped, with all Open revision changes being shown above
all Approved revision changes.
If multiple changes to a cell are made in a revision, all of those changes are tracked and shown
in the pop-up hint, one change per row.

If an opening was created in the Original Project and is subsequently deleted in a revision, it is
no longer tracked in Estimate/Schedule Detail (no Revision Hints). However, history information
is retained for use by the Revision Report and Delta Reports.
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•
•

If an opening is created in a revision and subsequently deleted in that revision it is no longer
tracked in Schedule Detail (no Revision Hints).
If an opening is created under revision, no changes to that opening are tracked (for example all
the fields for the frame and door(s)), since all data for an inserted opening is considered new.

Bulk Materials:
•

Revision Hints and Cell (color) highlighting are NOT be provided on this screen. However,
revisions are tracked for cost reports. Any changes are moved to the Original project if the
revision is approved.

Hardware Sets: (Estimating Hardware / Scheduling Hardware) operates similarly to Schedule Detail.
•

If a Hardware Set is created in a revision and subsequently deleted in that revision it is no longer
tracked (no Revision Hints).

Edit/Copy/Add Project Hardware:
•

Revision Hints and Cell (color) highlighting are NOT be provided on these screens. However,
revisions are tracked for cost reports. Any changes are moved to the Original project if the
revision is approved.

Revision Hints: Are displayed for any cell revised in Schedule Detail, and Hardware Sets.
A Revision Hint is a pop-up display with the following named columns:
•
•
•

Old Value
New Value
Revision Name

There is one row of data for every change made to the cell. A cell can be changed more than once in a
single revision. If so, all changes are shown in the pop-up hint, one change per row.
If an Opening is added under revision, the Original Value is blank.
Changes within a revision are shown in chronological order with the most recent change on the top and
the least recent change on the bottom. Changes across revisions are grouped into two types: Approved
and Open. All changes made in Open revisions are shown above all changes made to Approved revisions.
Given an Original Project with the following Revisions:
•
•
•

R1 – Approved (therefore part of the Original Plus-Approved-Revisions Project, and incorporated
in the next Working Project when it is created)
R2 – Open-for-Editing (therefore updates the Working Project when the Project is edited using
the R2 Revision)
R3 – Exists, but is not Open-for-Editing
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•

R4 – Cancelled, therefore cannot be applied to the Project or be Opened-for-Editing
No content for this revision is displayed in hints

If the project is Opened-for-Editing, the Revision Hints are shown for changes in R2 only.
If the project is Opened-Read-Only, the Revision Hints are shown for changes in R1, R2, and R3 – with R2
(Open-for-Editing) on top.
Processing:
The Processing Workflow Stages in PRO-TECH (Assigning POs, Ordering, Receiving, Assigning Shipments,
Shipping, Completing) work in the same manner for a project that is or was under revision as a project
that has never been under revision. Processing History Records and Soft Deletes operate normally.
Elevation Power Integration:
Elevation Power is not directly affected by Change Management in PRO-TECH 8.0. However, there is a
mechanism to track pricing changes effected by an updated elevation drawing.
•
•

All Working Projects associated with an Original (Plus-Approved-Revisions) Project references
the same Elevation Power project ID as the Original (Plus-Approved-Revisions) Project.
To track pricing changes in an Elevation, create a new drawing with changed information from
the original drawing in the Original Project. For example, if the Opening being edited in PROTECH has drawing “Elevation 1” associated with it:
o Copy “Elevation 1” to “Elevation 1A” in Elevation Power.
o Edit “Elevation 1A” in Elevation Power as desired.
o Change the Drawing name for the Opening in PRO-TECH from “Elevation 1” to
“Elevation 1A”.This change is tracked under revision in PRO-TECH.

General / User Interface:

•

When editing a Project under Revision, the PRO-TECH Title Bar displays:
“PRO-TECH 8 – Project Code – Project Description – Revision Name”
(where the italicized text is replaced by Project specific content).
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•

•

•
•

•

•

•

When viewing an Original Project read-only, the PRO-TECH Title Bar displays:
“PRO-TECH 8 – Project Code – Project Description – Original + Approved”
(where the italicized text is replaced by Project specific content).
When editing a Project under Revision, the PRO-TECH Status Bar displays:
“Revision Name”
(in Red; where the italicized text is replaced by Project specific content).
When viewing an Original Project read-only, the PRO-TECH Status Bar displays:
“Original + Approved” (in Red).
Navigation Panel constraints:
o If a project is Opened-for-Edit with an Estimate Revision, the Scheduling and Processing
selections of the Navigation panel are grayed out.
o If a project is Opened-for-Edit with a Schedule Revision, the Estimating and Processing
selections of the Navigation panel are grayed out.
o If an Original (Plus-Approved-Revisions) Project is opened read only, the Estimating,
Scheduling, and Processing selections of the Navigation panel are available, and a user
can go back and forth between Estimating, Scheduling, and Processing at any time.
Note: When in Processing, content from the Original project is editable.
The following use of color in the UI informs one that they are working on a Project that is under
Revision:
o The Menu Bar and the Status Bar are Yellow
o A revised cell on the grid is Green
 Note: The color of a revised cell can be changed by clicking on the Grid Icon to
activate the color control and then click to specify a different color.
o When a user has a Revision Open-for-Editing (Estimating and Scheduling workflow
stages), the border around the PRO-TECH Navigation Panel is Yellow. Yellow means the
project is editable and under revision.
o When a user has an Original (Plus-Approved-Revisions) Project Open Read-Only
(Estimating and Scheduling workflow stages), the border around the PRO-TECH
Navigation Panel is Red. Red means the project is read only.
o When a user has an Original (Plus-Approved-Revisions) Project Open Read/Write
(Project Management and Processing workflow stages), the border around the PROTECH Navigation Panel is Silver (normal appearance). Silver means the project is editable
and that changes are not being tracked.
o Pop-up Revision Hints have a Yellow background.
Working Projects associated with Revisions have the same name (Project Code and Project
Description) as their associated Original (Plus-Approved-Revisions) Project. Only the internal
Project IDs vary.
Timestamps are generated by the Client PC (not the server).
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Delta Cost Reports: Are new to PRO-TECH and only apply to projects that are under revision.

There is one Delta cost report for Hardware and one Delta cost report for Materials.
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

Delta cost reports show the differences (costs) between the Original (Plus-Approved-Revisions)
Project and the currently open Working Project (Revision).
Openings are shown as interleaved blocks of information. For example Original Opening 101 is
followed by Revised Opening 101, which is followed by Original Opening 102, which is followed
by Revised Opening, 102, etc.
All information (either hardware or material) for the opening is shown for the Original Opening.
Only the elements that are changed in the Revised Opening are shown in the Revised Opening
blocks.
At the bottom of each data block the cost for that version of the Opening (Original or Revised) is
shown.
After the pair of data blocks for an Opening, the cost differential for that Opening (e.g. Opening
ABC Delta Cost = +/- $XXX.XX) is shown. The cost differential is a positive number if the Revised
Opening costs more. The cost differential is a negative number if the Revised Opening costs less.
At the end of the report, the total cost differential for the whole project (e.g. Total Delta Cost =
+/- $XXXX.XX) is shown.
Note: Once a revision is approved and applied to the Original Project (now Original PlusApproved-Revisions Project), subsequent Delta reports for other Open Revisions are made
compared to the new Original Plus-Approved-Revisions Project, and not the initial Original
Project.
Note: Once a revision is applied to the Original Project, it is no longer possible to produce Delta
reports for that Revision. Therefore, when a revision is approved, the following six Delta and
“Positive Delta” values are stored in the database for that revision:
o Total Hardware Delta Cost
o Total Door Delta Cost
o Total Frame Delta Cost
o Total Hardware Positive Delta Cost
o Total Door Positive Delta Cost
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o

Total Frame Positive Delta Cost

Note: Positive Delta Cost is the sum of the costs for all inserted line items and all updated items.
In other words, the cost of any deleted item is not subtracted, and the cost of any updated item
is not subtracted from the cost of its replacement.
Revision Report: Is new to PRO-TECH and only applies to projects that are under revision.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The report shows the result of all Update (change), Insert (add new), and Delete Operations for
the currently open Revision
The report contains the following information of each item changed, added or deleted:
o Item (Opening Tag or Hardware Set)
o Operation
o Item Detail
o Column Name (from the Grid)
o Original Value
o Revised Value
o User Name
o Date & Time Item was Revised
This report provides the information for Deleted openings (which are not shown in the Schedule
Detail grid in PRO-TECH 8.0).
The first row of the report contains the 8 column headers.
There is one row of data for each revised element (cell).
Report Title is “Revision Report”.
Report Header includes the Project Name and Description plus the Revision Name, Status and
Date.
Page format is Landscape.
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Approved Revision Summary Report
Report: Is new to PRO-TECH and only applies to projects that are or were
under revision.

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shows data for all approved revisions to the currently open project.
Shows:
o Revision Name
o Frame Delta Cost
o Door Delta Cost
o Hardware Delta Cost
o Frame Positive Delta
lta Cost
o Door Positive Delta Cost
o Hardware Positive Delta Cost
o Revision Creation Date
o Revision Approval Date
The Delta and Positive Delta values are calculated when the Revision is approved.
Note: Positive Delta Cost is the sum of the costs for all inserted line items and all updated items.
In other words, the cost of any deleted item is not subtracted, and the cost of any
an updated item
is not subtracted from the cost of its replacement.
The first row off the report contain
contains the 9 column headers.
There is one row of data for each Approved Revision.
Numbers are in currency
cy format $XXXX.XX – with negative numbers enclosed in parentheses.
Report Title is “Approved Revision Summary Report”.
Report Header
ader includes the Project Name and Description
Report Footer includes the Date of the report and page number(s).
Page format is Landscape.
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Note: The following are not affected or tracked by Change Management in PRO-TECH 8.0:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Elevation Power
Bulk Materials – Revision Hints (Changes are tracked for Pricing purposes)
User Defined Project Phases
Questions / Solutions
Quotes
Invoices
Processing Workflow Stages
o Assigning POs, Ordering, Receiving, Assigning Shipments, Shipping, Completing
Processing History (Soft Deletes)
Embedded User Documents and Images
Note: Some data, such as hardware predefines, are not tied to a project, and as such, are not
affected by Change Management (they do not need to be copied from a Working Project).

For a project under revision, the Processing workflow stages are only performed on the Original (PlusApproved-Revisions) Project. This means changes made to data in the Processing Workflow Stages are
associated with the Original (Plus-Approved-Revisions) Project and therefore do not require tracking to
move these items from the Working Project (Revision).
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Data Mover Project Import/Export: Data Mover is a new standalone Utility program that ships with
PRO-TECH 8.0. It is used to import and export projects to and from PRO-TECH and to and from the ASSA
ABLOY Opening Studio (AAOS). Data Mover is compatible with PRO-TECH 7.8 and above. Data Mover
uses a new file format. Therefore, projects exported from an earlier version of PRO-TECH can only be reimported with the older import utility that is embedded in PRO-TECH. Data Mover provides the
following import and export capabilities.
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

A Project that is not under revision exports and imports like a normal PRO-TECH Project.
A Project that is under revision exports the Original Project, Revision History data, and all
Working Projects associated with any open revisions. Data Mover can re-import this project
under revision into any PRO-TECH 8.0 or above database.
AAOS does not have Change Management capabilities. Accordingly, a project exported in AAOS
format will not include any revision history or associated working projects – just the Original
(Plus-Approved-Revisions) Project.
Data Mover allows a user to:
o Select the PRO-TECH database
o Select file(s) to Import
o Specify project(s) to Export
o Specify PRO-TECH Export format or AAOS (Estimating or Scheduling) Export format
File Names:
o Files exported from DataMover in the new PRO-TECH+ format have a file name like
‘PRO-TECH Project-[Project Code].PROTECH1.TXT’.
o Files from AAOS, intended for import to PRO-TECH+ have a file name like
‘PROTECH_[Project Code].AAOS1.TXT ‘.
o Files exported from DataMover to send back to AAOS have a file name like
‘PRO-TECH Project-[Project Code]. AAOS1.TXT’.
Data Mover will create the following folders in the PRO-TECH+ directory. They are the default
locations for imported and exported files:
o \Import-Export\Import Files
o \Import-Export\Export Files
Logging information about in the import / export operation are stored in the PRO-TECH+\Logs
directory.
Data from the related Elevation Power project is included in the PRO-TECH export file (vs.
separate PRJ and PPRJ files).
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